Important Dates

Due Dates

May 1 - Payment for summer-inspected crops due.

Memorial Day - May 31 - KCIA office closed

Other Important Dates

Mother’s Day - May 9
Father’s Day - June 20
1st Day of Summer - June 21

NOTE!!!

2021 certification services will not be permitted for those that have failed to submit final paperwork for 2020.

Field Applications Payment and Cancellation

Payment for field inspections is due postmarked May 1st as usual.

All field inspection applications were due March 15th but some folks are still working on theirs. A late submittal does not change the date payment is due, and it risks a late payment fee by leaving little time to review your applications, remedy errors, and receive timely payment by mail. Late paid fields cannot cancel inspections for a refund except in cases of natural disaster, while on-time payments avoid this restriction.

(continued page 2)
If you decide to cancel inspection on a field, you can do it on your Form B Statement or by emailing Erica in the office up to the week of your inspection. You can also cancel inspection directly with your inspector, but they have been instructed to ask you to email Erica also for documentation completeness, so there is no delay in your refund process.

Please call the office if your myFields application does not have the status “Reviewed” or the recommendation “Pending.”

Prepping For Field Inspection

Forewarned is forearmed the saying goes. Now is a good time to start planning your strategy for prepping fields to pass certification field inspection. A good place to begin is by reviewing the crop-specific (i.e. wheat) standards to refresh your memory on just what it is the inspector will be looking for. Ensure also, that any contract growers are aware what can be a problem in a certified field, especially if they are responsible for field prep.

You likely have fields that you know will pass inspection easily and, maybe some fields that you know will require some extra work. It doesn’t hurt to visit the fields early to avoid being blind-sided by an unexpected problem such as field bindweed that you’ve never seen in a particular field before.

It’s also important that the rogueing crew you send through the field knows what constitutes a problem in a certified field. Sure, they need to be on the lookout for rye or triticale in a wheat field, but they also need to know that field bindweed, uncontrolled, will also get a field rejected. I have posted on our website, [www.kscrop.org](http://www.kscrop.org), several items that may be of use in field preparation.

On the Inspector Training page of our website, I have posted my inspector training slides Parts 1-3, which give an overview of what one might see in the field. I also have posted here my Inspector Guidelines which explain how a field inspector interprets what is seen in the field. I also post a table of morphological characters and allowed variants (soon to be updated for 2021). This table will give an idea how much, if any, rogueing must be done to meet varietal purity standards.

My training slides are also available on the Technical/Certification page of our website where I also have some links to weed identification aids.

By any estimation, it is much better to ensure that a field will pass inspection than to take a chance on having a field rejected during the busy early harvest season. A field rejected is no longer eligible for certification unless the problem is corrected and the field passes a re-inspection. Re-inspections however do incur an added fee and may be difficult to schedule quickly as inspectors are very busy and first-inspections take priority over re-inspections.

Good luck with the field preparation.

“Together we do this and more
Not because it’s very easy or nice
But because it is necessary”

- Amanda Gorman, Earthrise